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Digitalization-The Fourth Industrial Revolution 3
Industry 4.0 is the cyber-physical transformation of manufacturing that
promotes connected manufacturing and a digital convergence between
industry, businesses and other processes
Industrial Revolutions
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Adapted from:
Definition Industry 4.0, Tech Target, Mar 26, 2018
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• Digitalization
• Computers
• Smart factory
• Automation of:
• I nteroperable ecosystem
Machines
of machines &
Production processes
people/organizations

Industry 4.0 not just about making information available digitally
It is as much about what organizations do with that information

Digitalization In Process Manufacturing
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Implementation of Digitalization in Process Manufacturing requires certain
paradigm shifts in the way products are consumed and operations support
is managed

The evolved and digitalized work processes and systems enables greater
insights, early capture of anomalies and improved efficiencies and reliability

Digitalized Process Manufacturing Feasible Now 5
In Stage 1 Digitalization, various manufacturing teams collaborate with a
specialized Digital Twin support team who makes distilled decision quality
information available to the them on a sustained basis
An engineer from the
Digital twin support
team available for
onsite meetings and
discussions

The Digital Twin
Special in-depth analysis and reports**

Data

Central Tech
team

✓ Maintain
✓ Use

Requests/query

On call/as required

Plant Tech
Serv ices team
Daily

Plant Operations
team

Special in-depth analysis and reports**

Daily automated
interactive
dashboard for
operations

**special reports triggered by analysis or request/queries from Central Tech Services group and/or the Plant Tech Services gr oup

Key Enabler – The Digital Twin
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A digital twin is the virtual electronic representation of the physical process
manufacturing behavior, with data linking the two

A basket of models maintained to mirror the plant helps convert data to information for
manufacturing teams while offering predictive capabilities and is for Process Manufacturing the
Digital Twin referred to in Digitalization

Basis For Process Manufacturing Digital Twin
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Prediction and Prescription, based on utilizing a basket of models mirroring
current plant behavior, to be able to help teams improve production –
Ethylene plant example

Interpretive deep analysis

Benefits gleaned
• Production optimization based on economics
• Maximizing total number of furnace operation
• Improving furnace run lengths
• Optimizing furnace performance (i.e. conversion
and yield with better health)
• Improved reliability
• Extending time between turnarounds
• Better control and less variability
• Cold section capacity increase
• Improve product recoveries
• Optimize refrigeration circuit

Models and Analysis (combination of tools used)
• Interactive dashboard
• DMC Variable Tracker
• Coking Model: Furnace Run-length Predictor
• Machine learning and statistical model
• Performance Benchmarking
• Overall equipment Effectiveness Metric
• Equipment Health Monitoring (EHM)
• Safety Deviation Tracker
• Yield Model (COILSIM1D)
• Maintained Steady-state model (Hysys)
• Convection section model (HTRI)
• Exchanger HTRI models

Typical Operating Plant Analytics Paradigms
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Frequent tuning of models is not the typical paradigm in the
production and technical support environment

✓ Developing and maintaining a model to mirror plant operations rarely done
➢ Since significant persistent effort required by a specialized engineer

✓ Little model based analytics consistently done
➢ Engineers typically end up spending ~80% of their time finding and validating
information versus running and analyzing results

✓ No confidence in results from models
➢ Since models rarely maintained to reflect current operations

It is the frequent utilization of models that mirror the plant that provides value
However, not the paradigm

Necessary Changes To Thought Paradigms
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Functionalizing the Digital Twin entails changes to some common
thought paradigms in process plants

Myths
•
•
•
•

Monitoring data ➔ insights will be gained
Intuitional feel and directional guidance ➔ best possible Asset Effectiveness
Suggestions made to operations ➔ automatically implemented
Data availability and dashboards ➔ results

Reality in the Digitalized world
•
•
•
•

Predictive Models maintained to mirror plant conditions essential for actionable insights
Sustained analysis and communication key to drive towards Asset Effectiveness
Business process with Asset Effectiveness Comptroller necessary for implementation
Monitoring, correction, ongoing communication and convincing/instilling confidence
necessary to deliver results

Current Reality To Keep The Digital Twin Alive 10
The Manufacturer’s operations support team and the Digital Asset Experts,
supporting the Digital Twin, collaborate to cover the necessary steps between
data collection and action implementation

The Manufacturer
operations support team’s
productiv ity improv es by
being able to focus on the
necessary and v alue
added tasks, of
understanding, prioritizing,
ensuring implementation
and thinking beyond
instead of spending time on
v alidating information and
maintaining the digital twin

The reality of
keeping the
digital twin
functional and of
ensuring
conversion of
data to usable
and actionable
information
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Stage 2 Digitization - Automation

The future automation will focus on automating the work that currently
needs to be done by the Digital Twin support team, where ever possible,
using AI, Machine Learning and better visualization

Automated

Could be
easily
handled by
manufacturer
operations
support
teams

Humanin-theloop
analytics
by digital
asset
experts

Prior hands-on
experience
with the work
process and
domain
knowledge is
required in
addition to
expertise with
the enabling
technologies,
to do the
automation in
the Process
M anufacturing
space

Typical Digitalized Manufacturing Landscape
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Digitization entails a combination of applications and concepts,
customized for Process Manufacturing

The Digitalized
environment
addresses the
challenge of
operators not having
the information on
hand to make the
right decisions in a
timely manner

Key elements
• Digital Twin – Development & maintenance
• Collaborative working - Process engineers, Digital asset experts
• IoT – Leverage remote expertise
• Dashboard - Effective visualization of analyzed information

Key Visualization Success Factors
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The software platform is often irrelevant in comparison to the familiarity of
the configuring and maintaining team with the idiosyncrasies of the process
and the handling of the digital asset

Most visualization software platforms available are comparable – implementation is key

Key success factors
✓ Data Error handling
✓ design and correct calculation of the metrics and benchmarks
✓ Understanding of data to use and handling differences in collection frequency

✓ Requires a team with following expertise and experience:
•

Knowledge of the process

•

Data science knowledge

•

Knowledge of the specific plant

•

BI tool programming

•

Modeling knowledge

•

Aesthetic Layout designers

Case Example Of A Digitalization System
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Stage-1 Digitalization system implemented at a Process Manufacturing
facility, showing content generation, information handling and tools used
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Sample Visualization For Management

Example of an executive management level dashboard showing overall
effectiveness of the asset as compared to benchmarks and reason for gaps

•
•

•
•

Interactive date range
selection
Color coding indicating
degree of criticality
Drill down capability to
see more details
Based on reconciled
numbers with data errors
removed instead of raw
data

Sample Drill Down On Management Dashboard 16
Example of an executive management drill down level dashboard showing
key asset areas responsible for gaps in the overall effectiveness as
compared to benchmarks

Sample Visualization – Plant Operations Level 17
Example of a plant operations level dashboard showing measured parameters
as well as optimized parameters (using simulation), for a cryogenic gas plant
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Case Examples of Results from
Application at Ethylene Facilities

Case Example Of Benefits - Ethylene Facilities 19
Application of the Stage-1 Digitization process at multiple ethylene facilities
has yielded good results

Results from three plants for a Major Ethylene Producer

Parameter

Facility A

Facility B

Facility C

Furnace
Runlength

2 x Design

+100%

+50%

Yield

Increased

Increased

+2.3%

CGC
Performance

+60 tpd

RCA solved
problem

Improved

Capacity
Increase

Debottleneck
study

Best ever
(@107%)

Max capability

Other

C2 Splitter
optimized
/Exchanger
improve

Same + RCA

Decoke and C3
splitter improve

Significant Whatif Results

25 proactive

8 proactive + 31
queries response

Numerous

Case Example N. American Ethylene Facility
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Application of the Process Big Data Analytics and the Digital Twin concept at
an ethylene facility in N. America as part of the Stage-1 Digitization has been
yielding good results

Conclusion: Digitization ➔ Transformation
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Digitization is not just about making information available digitally –
it is as much about what organizations do with that information

•

The Digital Twin is a critical element in Digitalization
✓ Predictive, Prescriptive and Diagnostic beyond Descriptive Information

•

Organizations need to transform how they think about information
✓ Information – How Managed, Used, Shared
✓ Leverage IoT to tap into remote expertise for focus and ensured execution
➢

•

The fewer things you need to worry about, that aren’t your core end result area ➔
more you can focus on actually delivering results

Driving utilization and implementation is critical
✓ Top executive level buy-in and support is required
✓ Introduction of Asset Effectiveness Comptroller to ensure implementation

Changes to the work processes are as important as the technology implementation

